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Synopsis
This unique keepsake makes it easy and fun for grandparents to share their stories with their grandchildren. The Grandparent Book is organized into sections, each devoted to a stage of life: childhood, teenhood, adulthood, and (best of all) GRANDHOOD! With prompts for collecting grand memories and pages for grandparents and grandkids to fill out together, this journal is a great fuss-free way to bring generations together.
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Customer Reviews
We purchased 8 different grandparent books this year for Christmas in an attempt to find a match in style and generation for each person. (We have three great-grandparents in the mix.) As I was reading through the books I tried to keep in mind different family structures for example a divorce/remarriage as well as stylistic preferences. This is what I noticed...The Book Itself: - A sturdy Hardcover with a hidden spiral binding, this is a plus because when you read/write in it the book lays flat on the table. - The pages are all matte finish and mostly a light-medium weight except the divider pages which are medium weight. The matte finish enables the writer to use an type of pen they wish. -The pages are Blue, Green or White and the Text is colored as well, dark blue or occasionally green. -Font is about 14pt. (This is completely a guess on my part after holding it up to something I printed at 12pt.) -There is a sticker on the back cover that comes off easily, leaves no residue nor does it cause any damage to the book.Writing Style/Creativity Level: - This book has spaces for about 25 pictures (not too many in a 96 page book ). - The format is a finish the sentence style. - The writing is lighthearted with just touch of humor.Who is this book for: Can both grandparents fill this out? No, it is designed for one of the grandparents to write. There is one
question for the significant other in the marriage section. (The only book we have found for both parties is Grandparents Journal by Ryland Peter.
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